Focus on the Simpsons’ family tree

How much do you know about the Simpsons Family?

Read the sentences and choose the correct options.

1. Bart is Lisa’s □.
2. Marge is Homer's □.
3. Clancy is Selma's □.
4. Abraham is Mona's □.
5. Maggie is Ling's □.
6. Lisa is Patty's □.
7. Homer is Abraham's □.
8. Selma is Ling's adoptive □.
9. Bart is Herb's □.
10. Maggie is Marge's □.
11. Herb is Marge's □.
12. Patty is Selma's □.
13. Herb is Homer's □.
14. Abraham is Marge's □.
15. Herb is Maggie's □.
16. Jackie is Homer's □.
17. Marge is Herb's □.
18. Homer and Marge are Lisa's □.
19. Homer is Clancy's □.
20. Bart and Lisa are Maggie's □.
21. Abraham is Lisa's □.
22. Bart and Lisa are Marge's □.
23. Maggie is Jackie's □.
24. Marge is Mona's □.
25. Clancy and Jackie are Bart's □.